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Ms. Osche, Ms. Geyer and Mr. Boozel,
This email is to put you on notice of my intent to hold Butler County liable for the violation of my
Constitutional Rights by the kangaroo court of Butler County.
You can see the Timeline of CORRUPTION page at www.1776ToTyranny.com and this email will be
added to the timeline.
I have notified the Butler County District Attorney and the Mayor of the City of Butler with no reply.
Senator Rubio and Congressman Rutherford have started a congressional inquiry and yesterday I
spoke to the caseworker from Senator Rubio's office and she asked me to send the latest court filings
as she wanted to send those as well to the U.S. Department of Justice and the FBI. The following is
what I emailed her in italics.

Natalie,
Thank you for taking my call today. I have copied this email to Congressman Rutherford's office as
well since he has reached out to Senator Rubio to be part of the congressional inquiry as well.
Per our discussion I have attached the latest information regarding my case.
Attached are my latest court filings:
10-18-19 the letters I sent to the judge, Defendants and their legal counsel with the Violation
Warnings for Denial of Rights Under Color of Law
10-18-19 added to the court record the Violation Warning for Denial of Rights Under Color of
Law to the judge and Defendants and their legal counsel
10-28-19 added the judge and Defendants legal counsel as Defendants to the court record
11-5-19 adding to the court record the continued violation of my Constitutional Rights by the
Butler County Court system by the judge and ALL Defendants providing a CIVICS LESSON from
the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution of the United States of America
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When I submitted my latest court filing I detailed how Defendant Cunningham who WAS the judge
and ALL other Defendants have continued to VIOLATE my CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA by trying to apply PRETENDED LEGISLATION. I provide a CIVICS
LESSON in this court filing from the Declaration of Independence and OUR Constitution that
EVERYONE is bound to obey and is the RULE OF LAW!
Our Representatives that signed the Declaration of Independence explained the grievances they had against King
George and some of the following are what ALL Defendants are VIOLATING now that our Representatives
rescued us from and I AM NOT GIVING THOSE RIGHTS UP!
"For depriving us in many cases, of the benefits of Trial by Jury"
"He has combined with others to subject us to a jurisdiction foreign to our constitution, and
unacknowledged by our laws; giving his Assent to their Acts of pretended Legislation" (Emphasis added)
"For transporting us beyond Seas to be tried for pretended offences" (Emphasis added)

CRIME "A crime is a wrongdoing classified by the state or Congress as a felony or misdemeanor. A crime is an
offense against public law."
All Defendants committed a crime when they violated my Constitutional Rights. Defendant Cunningham stated in
the UNCONSTITUTIONAL preliminary objections hearing on 10-22-19 that "Just because you asked for a jury trial
does not mean you can have one." which violates the Constitution of the United States of
America Amendment 7 - Trial by Jury in Civil Cases. Ratified 12/15/1791:
"In Suits at common law, where the value in controversy shall exceed twenty dollars, the right of trial by
jury shall be preserved, and no fact tried by a jury, shall be otherwise re- examined in any Court of the
United States, than according to the rules of the common law." (Emphasis added)
The Constitution of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Declaration of Rights Section 6 upholds the
Constitution of the United States of America:
"Trial by jury shall be as heretofore, and the right thereof remain inviolate. The General assembly may
provide, however, by law, that a verdict may be rendered by not less than five-sixths of the jury in any civil
case. Furthermore, in criminal cases, the Commonwealth shall have the same right to trial by jury as does
the accused." (Emphasis added)
Criminal Defendant Cunningham additionally violated the Constitution of the United States of America Article.
VI. - Debts, Supremacy, Oaths:
"This Constitution, and the Laws of the United States which shall be made in Pursuance thereof; and all
Treaties made, or which shall be made, under the Authority of the United States, shall be the supreme Law
of the Land; and the Judges in every State shall be bound thereby, any Thing in the Constitution or
Laws of any State to the Contrary notwithstanding." (Emphasis added)
Criminal Defendant Cunningham also violated the Constitution of the United States of America Amendment 9
- Construction of Constitution. Ratified 12/15/1791.
"The enumeration in the Constitution, of certain rights, shall not be construed to deny or disparage
others retained by the people." (Emphasis added)
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In addition Criminal Defendant Cunningham violated Amendment 14 - Citizenship Rights. Ratified 7/9/1868.
"All persons born or naturalized in the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of
the United States and of the State wherein they reside. No State shall make or enforce any law which
shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any State
deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor deny to any person
within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws." (Emphasis added)
This proves Criminal Defendant Cunningham violated his sworn oath as a "so-called" judge to PROTECT MY
RIGHTS!!!
All Defendants and their Defendant legal counsels have been complicit in the criminal activity of VIOLATING MY
CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS and LAWS THAT PROTECT WE THE PEOPLE!!!
Please provide this information to the U.S. Department of Justice and the FBI as well.

Anyone of you are welcome to contact me anytime to discuss any part of of the timeline you would
like to discuss.
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